INTRODUCTION

Business angels as a source of financing for startups appear both in the model of financing sources of innovative undertakings proposed by Sherman, as well as the concept of “funding-escalator” presented by Mason [Sherman 2005, Mason and Harrison 2000]. They are perceived as investors interested mainly in the initial stages of startup development (pre-seed, seed) [Mason and Harrison 2008, Croce et al. 2016, EBAN 2018].

Practice indicates, however, that startups in the initial stage of development are financed mainly by equity from the founders, loans from family and friends (the “3Fs”) and public funds. Business angels or venture capital funds come second [Sherman 2005, Mason and Harrison 2008]. For example, in Germany in 2014–2017, startups were financed by public funds (32%), family or friends (31%), business angels (25.4%), venture capital (21%), bank loans (12%) and other sources [Deutcher 2017]. In Poland, according to data from 2017, startups were primarily financed from own funds, including reinvested revenues (68%), and only secondly by venture capital funds (domestic or foreign funds, 40%), EU funds 38% [PARP/NCBiR] and 33% by business angels [Beauchamp and Kowalczyk 2016, Beauchamp et al. 2017].

A high percentage of startups supported by venture capital funds in Poland may result from their increasing activity at all stages of the startup’s development and insufficient activity of business angels [Deloitte 2016]. In addition, the share of public programs in the financing of startups in Poland shows a strong upward trend. This mainly applies to funds obtained from PARP and NCRD, but also to domestic accelerators. It is there-
fore difficult for business angels to compete with public funds, mainly because these funds do not require the founders to give up any shares and are largely non-returnable. However, the fact that Polish startups prefer first venture capital funds as a source of financing rather than business angels, despite the different investment characteristics of both sources of financing, is striking. On the other hand, considering the fact that the Polish startup ecosystem is just developing, and business angels are not very active due to numerous barriers both on the demand and supply side, their roles are quite effectively taken over by venture capital funds.

This proves that there is a need to learn and explain why the activity of business angels in financing startups is low. The timeliness and significant importance of the research problem shows that the obtained results can be an important source of knowledge for all institutions interested in supporting the development of startups.

The purpose of this research is to indicate the limitations of business angel activity in the financing of startups. These limitations were considered from the supply side and from the demand side of the startup project market. The demand side is represented by business angels who report demand for investment projects presented by startups. The supply side is represented by startups themselves. The added value of this publication is a comprehensive review of the restrictions on the activity of business angels in financing startups, considering both the demand and supply sides. The research to date has had a much narrower scope than the division of restrictions on the activity of business angels which is adopted in the study.

BUSINESS ANGELS AND THEIR INVESTMENT PREFERENCES

The term “business angels” comes from Broadway, New York from the late nineteenth century. It was defined as rich investors who provided high-risk capital for financing the production of new musicals and theatrical plays. Business angels have become a key source of financing for risk-bearing, but promising business projects. They have financially supported many well-known entrepreneurs, such as Alexander Graham Bell (Bell Telephone) and Henry Ford [Ramadani 2009]. The pioneer of research on business angels in America is Professor Bill Wetzel from the University of New Hampshire in the USA.

The term business angels define investors interested in investments in enterprises at the initial stages of development [Wetzel 1983]. A similar definition of the subject is presented in the Cambridge Dictionary [Cambridge Dictionary] and EBAN (European Business Angels Network) [EBAN glossary 2018]. Mason and Harrison [2008] define business angels as individual investors acting independently or in formal or informal syndicates who invest their own money directly in an unlisted company with which they have no family connections. After the investment, they take an active part in managing the enterprise as advisers or members of the supervisory board.

As Preston [2004] points out, business angels play an active part in the enterprise in which they invest. Usually, these are people with extensive experience, who know the industry and the market perfectly. Their extensive contacts and commitment support innovation and building the competitive advantage of a startup. The involvement of business angels is particularly high in Great Britain, Ireland, and Central and Eastern Europe [Marro and Borg 2016].

The capital provided by business angels is referred to as “patient capital”. Business angels invest in average term (from 5 to 10 years) and long term (over 10 years). They may withdraw their shares from the investment by selling shares to a trade investor, founders, venture capital fund or entering the stock exchange [Dibrova 2015, Mason and Botelho 2016, Marro and Borg 2016].

The expectations of business angels regarding the average rate of return on investment varies depending on the country. In Austria, Germany and the countries of Central and Eastern Europe, they are higher than in other regions of Europe and range from 30 to 41% on average [Marro and Borg 2016]. The investors prefer entities from the Fintech sector (25.2%) and ICT (21.3%) [EBAN 2017]. Although less than a decade ago the ICT sector was the main sector preferred by business angels in Europe, other sectors such as health care, Biotech, Mobile, Energy, Finance and Business Services constituted a small percentage among startups financed by business angels (less than 10%) [Mason and Harrison 2008, EBAN 2010].
In some countries, finding business angels is very difficult. This is because business angels prefer local investments due to the ease of business management or the ease of performing due diligence [Preston 2004]. This is also confirmed by the studies of Marro and Borg [2016] and the EBAN 2017 Statistics Compendium. However, Devigne et al. [2013] gives a different opinion. The authors argue that nowadays the choice of business angel investment location is practically unlimited due to the globalization of financial markets [Devigne et al. 2013].

Great importance is given in the financing of startups not only to individual angels, but also to their groups or associations (networks). These groups are perceived by angels as having many advantages. Business angels can combine their capital to make larger investments, enable diversification of investment risk, undertake costly analysis of potential investment projects as a group, and reduce the burden on individual members. Additionally, these groups are generally more visible to entrepreneurs, and can finance more transactions, which is an important factor. Groups are also often led by leaders who are the most sophisticated and active business angels in a given region, which affects investment decisions and their effectiveness [Kerr et al. 2014, Bonini et al. 2018].

Wetzel noted that “both the scale of investment activity and the total number of business angels are unknown and probably impossible to learn” [Wetzel 1983]. Collecting statistical information on the investment activity of angels is extremely problematic due to the fact that the business angel market is unorganized and invisible to other investors, as well as to startups. Not all individual investors perceive themselves as business angels. A significant number prefer to preserve their anonymity. They are not identified. There is no business angel certification system.

**RESEARCH METHODS**

The article is a review article. The documentary method of literature review was used to implement the research problem. The use of the above-mentioned method was aimed at enriching knowledge about the limitations on the activity of business angels. The most important element of the study was the search for similarities and differences in the scope of restrictions on the activity of business angels in the world. This subject is mainly discussed in countries where the activity of business angels has been the largest so far, i.e. in the United States and Great Britain.

Limitations on business angel activity occur on the side of demand for investment projects represented by business angels, as well as on the projects presented by startups – the supply side [Wieczyński 2011]. Limitations on the demand side are presented in Table 1. The main factors limiting the demand side in Poland are the lack of capital coming from business activities,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Limitations on investment activity of business angels – demand side</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Limitations on investment activity of business angels on the demand side</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of capital from business activities [Wieczyński 2011]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of knowledge, experience and competence in searching for projects and conducting investments on the private market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diverse legal regulations. Frequent changes of law (including tax regulations) and bureaucracy [AFME 2017]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of information available about business angels [Marro 2016, Engineer et al. 2018]. The lack of a single market for business angels; significant fragmentation of national and local ecosystems for startups [AFME 2017]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No exit strategy [Saublens 2007, Masonai Botelho 2016]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of understanding of technology and startup potential arising from technology [Ewens and Rhodes-Kropf 2015, Plummer et al. 2016, Cambosu 2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issues related to the protection of intellectual property and patents [Maro 2016]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and the lack of knowledge, experience and competence in searching for projects and conducting investments on the non-public market [Wieczyński 2011]. The activity of business angels according to Saublens is very strongly dependent on taxes on private investment, capital gains or losses [Saublens 2007]. Marro and Borg [2016] indicate that the domestic fiscal system is the main obstacle for the investment of business angels. Investors from Italy, Luxembourg, Poland, the Netherlands, Croatia, Bulgaria, Ukraine, Denmark and Finland particularly complain about the high level of taxation in their country.

Tax incentives seem to have a large impact on business angel investment decisions. According to Wiltbank’s research [2009], 24% of business angel investments would not have been made without tax incentives. As Wieczyński and others [2011] point out, high taxes, no tax breaks, and frequent changes of law and bureaucracy are a major obstacle to angel activities in Poland. Even though Wieczyński’s analysis took place eight years ago, the situation in Poland has not fundamentally changed. According to the author, there is no private capital or incentives to invest for individual investors on risky projects at early stages of development.

Tax aspects seem to be one of the most significant restrictions closing the investment market in startups for individual investors, leaving only large funds as investment options. Similarly, Marro [2016] indicates that tax aspects are the most important limitations on investment activities of business angels in Europe. Other constraints such as the national legal framework and the excessive bureaucracy that investors must face at the start of the investment are of slightly less importance.

Engineer et al. [2018] shows that the lack of available information about individual business angels is the main limitation of the activity of business angels. The authors believe that the arduous search for business angels by entrepreneurs is a consequence of a purposeful strategy: that business angels prefer to provide as little information as possible so that they are not flooded with proposals by inefficient entrepreneurs.

Another limitation that can affect the level of future business angel activity is the lack of exit strategies. These restrictions were indicated by Saublens [2007], Masona and Botelho [2016], as well as the authors of the Finance for Europe report The Shortage of Risk Capital for Europe’s High Growth Businesses [AFME 2017].

An important limitation on the demand for startup projects reported by business angels is the lack of understanding of technology and the potential of the startup resulting from technology. Due to the complexity of the startups, deep tech startups especially have much more difficulty obtaining financing. It is difficult to attract an investor who is competent and able to read the enterprise’s potential and also understand the technology offered by the startup [Cambosu 2018]. The lack of understanding of the potential of radical innovation and technology, which leads to a reduction of interest on the part of investors, is also indicated by Plummer, and Ewens and Rhodes [Ewens and Rhodes-Kropf 2015, Plummer et al. 2016].

In addition, among the limitations on business angel investment, the following are also mentioned:
- no information available regarding business angels,
- the lack of a single market for business angels,
- significant fragmentation of national and local ecosystems,
- diverse legal regulations, including tax regulations [AFME 2017],
- issues related to the protection of intellectual property and patents,
- the potential of the international market in the short term,
- the negative impact of the product on the environment,
- the ethical dimension of the undertaking,
- social responsibility,
- discrimination based on sex [Marro 2016].

LIMITATIONS ON THE INVESTMENT ACTIVITY OF BUSINESS ANGELS – THE SUPPLY SIDE

The main factor limiting the investment activity of business angels from the supply side is the failure of startups to meet the investment criteria imposed by business angels on projects submitted for funding. Limitations on investment activity of business angels on the supply side are presented in Table 2. A too-high
The risk of enterprise failure as the main factor limiting the activity of business angels is indicated by the EBAN report from 2018 [EBAN 2018].

From research by Mason and Harrison [2000] and Carpentier [2015], it appears that about 3–5% of projects are funded. The lack of faith and trust in the founder or board of the enterprise as well as lack of motivation and faith in the success of the enterprise, in the management team, or a weak entrepreneurial spirit are also a limitation of the activity of business angels [Maxwell and Lévesque 2014, Murnieks et al. 2016, Warnicki et al. 2018].

Croce et al. [2016] and Mason et al. [2017] indicate that, among the limitations on investment activity of business angels, is a lack of experience and business competences of founders or startups in raising funds from business angels, including lack of knowledge of so-called investment readiness, which is the capacity of an enterprise to understand and meet the specific needs and expectations of investors [Aminoff 2018]. According to Carpentier [2015], if a startup is not managed by a management team with industry-related competence, it will not get financing by business angels. Saublens [2007] mentions that among the limitations of the activity of business angels in startup finance are: high transaction costs, too-low investment value, unrealistic project budgets, dilution of shares in subsequent financing rounds, different perception of project innovation by both parties, and also projects that are replicas of foreign projects.

The authors of the OECD report [2016] pointed out that limitations on business angel activity could be found in poor business models combined with a lack of business strategies, flawed financial planning, and lack of communication skills from entrepreneurs. The above-mentioned limitations are confirmed by the authors of the expert opinion from the Ministry of Economy. The majority of investment projects in Poland worth up to several million PLN are, among other things, inadequately prepared in terms of substance, have unjustified valuation expectations, and exhibit excessive concentration on technical aspects. The lack of experienced managerial staff [Wieczyński et al. 2011] is still a part of these limitations. Similarly, in the EBAN 2018 report, the authors indicated that business angels decide not to invest due to, among other reasons:

### Table 2. Limitations on investment activity of business angels on the supply side

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Limitations on investment activity of business angels on the supply side</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Too high risk of venture failure [EBAN 2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of faith, motivation and trust in the founder or board [Maxwell and Lévesque 2014, Murnieks et al. 2016, Warnicki et al. 2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of communication skills [Croce et al. 2016, Mason et al. 2017]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of experience and business competence of the founders [Croce et al. 2016, Mason et al. 2017]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High transaction costs [Saublens 2007]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Too low investment value [Saublens 2007]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Too low rate of return</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unrealistic project budget [Saublens 2007]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad business models combined with a lack of business strategies [OECD 2016]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overpriced valuation [EBAN 2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excessive focus on technical aspects [EBAN 2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omission of market-related factors [EBAN 2018]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s own study.
poorly prepared projects, unjustified valuation, low return on investment. Excessive focus on product and technology, bypassing market-related factors, such as proven demand and clear competition landscape, also effectively deter investors [EBAN 2018].

CONCLUSIONS

Business angels can play an important role in financing startups if appropriate steps are taken to reduce restrictions on both the demand and the supply side of startup projects. Among the many factors limiting the activity of business angels on the demand side for startup projects are lack of capital, knowledge, competence and experience, and above all the lack of tax incentives for investment activities and complex tax law. The fiscal system seems to be a factor that, thanks to properly created tax incentives, as research in the United Kingdom shows, is able to effectively increase the activity of business angels. Approximately 24% of business angel investments would not have been realized in the UK without tax incentives [Witblank 2009]. In Poland, there are no studies on tax incentives for business angels, but tax issues – high taxes, no tax incentives for business angels, frequent changes in law, including tax laws – are a very significant obstacle to business angel activity.

A factor limiting the activity of business angels which is increasingly emphasized in the literature is the lack of understanding of technology and the startup’s potential resulting from a given technology. This is particularly true for technology startups. Due to the complexity of startups, especially deep technology startups, it is much more difficult to attract an investor who is competent and can read the startup potential resulting from modern technology.

Factors limiting the activity of business angels on the supply side of projects reported by startups can be broadly described as factors influencing the failure to meet investment criteria imposed by business angels. The shape of these factors is largely influenced by startups themselves. These factors range from too-high venture risk to a lack of knowledge, experience and competence of management boards/founders to strictly economic factors, such as: high transaction costs, low return on investment, unjustified project valuation.

Restrictions on business angels are the result of poor-quality projects submitted by startups. No business angel will be interested in a project in which a weak business model or lack of business strategies, or faulty financial planning and lack of communication skills on the part of entrepreneurs, will appear.

Based on the review of factors limiting the activity of business angels on both the demand and supply sides, it is not possible to effectively reduce these restrictions without interference from public institutions.
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OGRANICZENIA AKTYWNOŚCI ANIOŁÓW BIZNESU W FINANSOWANIU STARTUPÓW

STRESZCZENIE

Artykuł ma na celu identyfikację ograniczeń aktywności aniołów biznesu w zakresie finansowania startupów. Anioły biznesu są największym źródłem kapitału zewnętrznego dla startupów, oprócz rodziny i przyjaciół. Jednak aktywność aniołów biznesu jest ograniczona nie tylko w Polsce, ale także w innych częściach świata. Ograniczenia te wynikają z wielu warunków dotyczących zarówno popytu, jak i podaży. Badanie pogłębiają teoretyczne rozważania o ograniczeniach aktywności aniołów biznesu w finansowaniu startupów z punktu widzenia barier popytowych i podaży. Artykuł uzasadnia, że od strony popytowej największymi ograniczeniami aktywności aniołów biznesu w finansowaniu startupów jest brak zachęty podatkowej dla działalności inwestycyjnej i skomplikowane prawo podatkowe. Z kolei od strony podażowej jest to niespełnianie kryteriów inwestycyjnych narzuconych startupom przez anioły biznesu. Na podstawie przeprowadzonych badań można stwierdzić, że bez ingerencji instytucji publicznych trudno będzie skutecznie zmniejszać ograniczenia aktywności aniołów biznesu w finansowaniu startupów.

Słowa kluczowe: źródła finansowania, finanse przedsiębiorstw, startup, anioł biznesu, inwestycje aniołów biznesu